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Student organization loses .,business manager; friend
counting to his position in Student
Org. in his six years as business
manager.

By June Cazek
and Charles D. Ward

Kean College and Student
Organization lost a leader and a
friend this winter. Dominick D'Errico, the business manager of Student Organization died of a heart
attack on December 31 . For those
who knew him, he was a rare and
trusted friend who will never be
replaced .
Mr. D ' Errico's knowledge of
management was extensive and
varied. He had some thirty years
with the Navy in the service, and as
a civilian employee. He had also
held managerial positions at several
corporations including Herman
Ludwig in New York City and Todd
Logistics in Edison . He brought this
knowledge of management and ac-

Dick D'Errico came to Student
Org in 1982, to what is generally
described as an accounting mess.
" He came in when Student
Organization was in financial
disaster, and he turned the entire
organization around; ' said Tom
Moritz, Assistant Treasurer of Student Org. He updated the long
neglected bookkeeping system,
paid off back taxes and penalties the
organization owed and brought
order to the once chaotic student
government and finance system .
" His death was a great loss," said
Dave McCarthy, President of Student Organization. " I hope that in
oping with that loss this organiza-

tion can grow ~trnngPr.
While he was widely admired for
the professionalism he brought to .
his job, those who knew him will
miss his sincerity and personal commitment. "He was a friend to every
student;' said one Student Org.
member;' he was always there when
you needed him and he would
never let you down. Never."
Surviving Mr. D'Errico are his
wife Ann and his daughters Denise
and Deborah.
Replacing him as Business
Manager will be Stephanie Faser,
formerly the bookkeeper for Student
Org. Ms. Faser has worked with
Dick D ' Errico for the past six years,
and was the Student Organization's
first choice as new Business
manager.

The late Dick D'Errico, former business manager of Student Organization will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Russian trip students thaw as semester begi,ns
By John Peter Daly
Collective opinion agrees that the
sub zero (-22 degrees Farenheit),
eight day excursion through the
beautiful cities of Prague, Leningrad
and Moscow was a great success.
Thirty nine Kean College students
touched down in Prague, Czechoslovakia, unchanged in architectural
beauty since the thirteenth century.
At around noon on Saturday the
tenth, the expedition began at
Prague castle (c. 1230) and the surrounding historic sites. From there
they split up to seek personal interests, and encountered a shared
experience of a warm, young,
friendly people they definitely

wanted to revisit.
The next day they were off to Leningrad, the northernmost urban area
in the world (with a population of
nearly two million people) . The
thermometer froze at an icy twentytwo below, where the bitter cold
froze the travellors eyelashes and
hair. Upon arrival they met their
Soviet comrade and guide, Margarita (Rita). Divided, the adventurous
ones decided to trek out with Rita

to the frozen-untif-spring Gulf of
Finland, while others found warmer
indoor activities.

On the twelfth, after a hearty
breakfast of Pepsi-cola, hot dogs and
bread topped with cranberries, the

venturesome group gathered
enough salt to keep the bus windows clear for the tour.
On their last day in Leni~grad, the
students visited the Hermitage, the
world reknown art museum, which
includes the Winter Palace, the
scene of the October 1917 Revolution. In the evening, they dined at
the elaborate Sadko restaurant, and
those who could remember said
they found the food and entertain-

ment excellent.
With full stomachs and minds, the
students boarded the midnight train
to Moscow. They arrived at eight
o'clock in the morning in Moscow,

the capital of the Soviet Union.
Once checked in at the Cosmos
Hotel, they embarked to see the
voyage's highpoints, the Kremlin
and Red Square. The temperature
rose to a more comfortable zero
degrees inMoscow, making it more
suitable for the students. They watched the changing of the guard at
the tomb of V.I. Lenin, architect of
the Soviet state. They also visited the
State Department store, GUM,

Each station there tells a different
story through it's mosaics formed in
precious metal and marble.
Their last day was filled with more
investigating and sadly awaiting
their early morning departure from
the U.S.S.R.
The frigid Siberian cold wave in
Europe once again thwarted their
plans, and the students were unable
to meet their connecting flight in
Prague airport and needed to land

which is near the Kremlin . The

in Ea•\ a..\\n.

Lenin Museum was also a popular
free time option.

layover, they were too late to catch
their Prague flight. The unexpected

After a night of painting the town
red-so to speak, the students visited
the famed Moscow subway system.

delay allowed them to spend one
more evening in Czechoslovaia
before their return to New York.

Events planned for black history month

After many months the television sets in Sloane Loung
put up.

Television comes to Sloane Lounge
By John Salerno

Two televisions, which were purchased three years ago by Student
Organization, are now installed in
Sloane Lounge and the Grill Room
in the College Center. Both were
scheduled to be hooked up at the
beginning of this semester, but the
snow storm last week made the roof
of the College Center inaccessible.
Programming for the televisions
will be done on a first come-first
serve basis, according to Tom
O ' Donnell, Director of Student Activities. Student Activities ran a
survey of other state colleges on
how their students dealt with televi-

In this
•
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sions in their lounges. "Much to my
amazement, no college had any
problem with it's television," said
O'Donnell. "In fact, Rid er College
has had a television installed for 16
years with no incidents or problems,
O'Donnell cited.
Channels will be selected in the
Student Activities offices, where
channels will be selected for both
sets by remote control.
O ' Donnell is optimistic that the
televisions will be hooked up as
soon as the heavy snow has melted
off of the roof. " I am sure that there
will be no problems with the televi sions, and that students here won't
abu se them," O ' Donnell said .

Job
opportunities .... 2

Keen on
Kean

Several events have been planned at Kean College to celebrate
Black History month, and inform
students of the artistic impact and
experience of black Americans.
The works of seven prominent
black artists are on display in the
James Howe Gallery in Vaughn
Eames Hall until February 11.
The exhibit is entitled '~froAmerican Art New Images;' and according to the guest curator of the
exhibit Allen Moore, an assistant art
professor at Kean College, the exhibit answers the questions, "What
is black art?" and "What is good
black art?" The artists being
presented have exhib ited in major
museums in shows, and received
numerous awards.
The artists are:
Howardina Pendell, a teacher at
State University of New York, is
showing·a large painting influenced by her studies in India.
Alvin Smith, who is showing
geometric paintings.
Charles Mingus, is showing three
mixed media works.
Gerald Jackson, will is showing
assemblages called "Urban Icons."
George Smith, who teaches at
Rice University in Houston is showing a working drawing for a
sculpture.
Tyrone Georgiou, who teaches at
State University of New York at Buffa In will exhibit mixed media

.. ..... 5

"Daughters of the Revolution': a
photography.
Mel Edwards, who teaches at dialogue between Yolanda King, the
daughter of Martin Luther King Jr.
Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
will exhibit three abstract metal, and Attallah Shabazz, the eldest
daughter of Malcom X will be
sculptures.
presented on February 25 in Wilkins
On February 11, Dr. Deborah
Gray White, an associate professor Theatre.
The dialogue will deal with the
at Rutgers University, New
impact of art on politics. Both
Brunswick, will make a presentation
women are theatrical and their conentitled "Ar'n't I a Woman : Black
Women in America . Dr. White; a versation is filled with factual information. The dialogue has performhistorian and published author, will
ed eight other times to excellent
trace the rise of feminism among
reviews.
black women. According to Dr.
In addition to these other events,
White, black women are doubly opthree films will be screened in
pressed by traditional society
recognition of Black History Month.
because they are black and because
All will be shown in the Little
they are women.
Theatre in the College Center, and
Dr. White will lecture in the
are free.
Alumni Lounge of Downs Hall at
The first, "A Warm December"
noon on the eleventh, and the prostars Sidney Poitier as a
gram is free.
.
businessman in England romancing
The talented a capella quintet
an African diplomat. It will be
Sweet Honey in the Rock, who sing
shown on February 12 at noon and
a selection ranging from jazz,
5 p.m.
gospel , rhythm and blues, folk, and
traditional African songs will appear
The life and untimely death of
in Wilkins Theatre on February 14 Malcolm X are the subject of the
at 8 p.m. The group of four black docu-drama "Death of a Prophet"
women are known for the overtly which is billed with a comedy short
political stat "',:,ents made in their by director Spike Lee, who directed
songs, and fc : ;heir lush harmonies last summers sleeper hit " She's Gotand electrifying solos. In addition, ta Have It." They will be shown on
their songs will be signed for the February 18 at noon and 7:30 p.m .
deaf.
On February 24, "A Raisin in the
Admission will be charged for the
Sun" starring Sidney Poitier will be
performance, and di scounts are
shown at noon and 7:30 p.m.
available.

Athletes of
the Week ......... 6

Fun for
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Freshman Focus

What's up at

• • •

The Counseling Center

By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I am very upset w ith the way I feel
when I'm home with my parents.
they give me the message that no
matter what I do, it isn't right. I feel
like if I make one mistake, I'm a
failure and they make derogatory
remarks about my friends when
they don't even know them . Why
' can't they just show they trust me
and have confidence in me?
Signed,
Distressed
Dear Distressed,
Family conflict sometimes seems
to be inevitable and even
unavoidable, but it doesn't need to
be a disaster. The attitudes of dif-

ferent generations can make communication and respect a difficult
achievement. The key to a successful negotiation of these conflicts
is an honest desire to resolve the
problem . Try to understand the
other person's point of view and express your understanding. Then
calmly express your feeling and
what you feel you need from that
person . .
Conflicts can be opportunities for
learning new ways to communicate.
Connie
Drop in The Counseling Center
or call Connie for an appointment
at 527-2083. ·

Cooperative Education Program

Coop jobs equal academic
salary work experience
1) Job Order #987 English/Communications Coop - Publishing
<:orp., 2-3 full days/wk., Stipend,

PIT.
2) Job Order #985 Marketing
Coop Manufacturing Corp. ,
$5.00/hr., PIT (Spring), F/T
(Summer).
3) Job Order #984 Accounting
Coop - CPA Firm, 15-20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr., PIT.
4) Job Order #982 Accounting
Coop - Equipment Corp. , 15-20
hrs.,/wk., $5.50-6.00/hr., PIT.
5) Job Order #981 Computer
Science Coop - Manufacturing
Corp. , 37½ hrs./wk. , $8.00/hr., FfT.
6) Job Order #977 Business

Management/Marketing Coop
Pr i nt ing Corp. , 40 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr., FIT.
7) Job Order #974 English Coop
- Publishing Corp., 35 hrs./wk.,
$6.25/hr., FIT.
8) Job Order #966 Early Childhood/Special Education Coop Community Action Agency, 20
hrs./wk., $5.00/hr., PIT.
9) Job
Order
#962
Biology/Chemistry Coop - Pharmaceutical Corp., 15-20 hrs./wk.,
salary open, PIT.

10.) Job Order #961 Finance
Brokerage Firm , 20
hrs.lwk., $5.00/hr. , Pn:

Coop -

Change your life!
Visit the Cooperative Education
Office (Townsend Hall, T 209) and
learn how Co-op can help you to
· develop a career and life direction
and relevant work experience.
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or
senior status 3.0 or _higher grade

point average. Academic credits
(1-15) vary by department. Telephone
(527-2357) or visit for an
application .
Dr. Michael G. Helliwell-Director
LET'S COOPERATE TOGETHER

Senior Yearbook Portrait
Sign-Ups at Student Org
Portrait Dates February 16-20th
Evening Sign-ups at CPTS

,

y
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'■' yocu have_ office skills,. we can of!er :

onvernent 1ocal assignments m pleasant

work surroundings

■ Flexibility in setting your own work hours,
including part-time, nights, weekends, and

::~t~~~~:;
■

Bonus paid to new employees

l

Three cheers for FRESH beginnings
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Six Convenient Locations
Middlesex County 201:321-1711 (Edison!
BergenCounty
201:845-0900 (Paramus !
Bergen County
201:573-0111 (Montvale) TEMPORARIES
Morris County
201:428-8100 (Pa rsippany J
Union County
201 :964-0070 (Union)
.. ,,,,.,,. .. ,11,,,,,,
,\,11,,,
. ,,.,,,.,.,
MercerCounty
609:588-0900 (Trenton)

(JOULE)®

The truly great thing about being
a student - or a teacher, for that
matter - is that at least twice a year
you get a totally new start. It's
always a fresh beginning.
Did you have a terrific first
semester and a satisfying holiday?
that's wonderful. Did you have a
not-so-terrific Fall and/or a
somewhat dreary January? That's a
shame. Whichever it was, it's over.
If it was good, you have a right to
feel proud of yourself. If it was bad,
you have the right to mutter a few
words of frustration, kick some soft
inanimate object that will neither
inflict nor feel pain (a pillow is
okay), put it all behind you, and start
once more on the road to your
goals.
" Yeah," you may groan, " but this
semester is going to be harder than
last semester. I don't know if I can
make it." Sure you can, if you make
an honest, realistic assessment of

what you must accomplish and if
you plan your approach . But you
have to do that now, before the
tough classes or the rough moments
get ahead of you. For starters:
,...ASSESS YOUR
COURSE SCHEDULE .
Do you have more credits than
. you can handle? Remember that for
a difficult course you may have to
study as much as nine to twelve
hours per week OUTSIDE of class.
If you have more courses of that
kind than you can schedule time
and energy for, DROP SOME NOW.
Don't waste your time and your
money on failure.
,...IDENTIFY WHERE YOU
MAY NEED HELP.
Look over the syllabus for each
class. (If your professor hasn't given
you a syllabus and course requirements, ask for one.) Look over
the textbook for each course. Talk
to your professors and be sure you
understand exactly what is required.
Discuss with the teacher any problems you think you might have.
Get his or her help in planning your

study approach .
**FIND OUT ABOUT
TUTORING OR LAB HELPS NOW.
If a problem course does not have
related labs and/or tutors available
to you, inquire at S.A.V. (Students
Assisting You, in the Counseling
Center) or at the Freshman Center.
It is possible to get a tutor in most
subjects.
,...ASSESS YOUR
OTHER COMMITMENTS.
Take a hard look at your schedule,
your activities, and your social commitments. They all are important
parts of your life, but if they take
most of your time and energy, your
courses will suffer.
Need a bit of help and/or encouragement in assessing and planning your attack for the semester?
Your Freshman Seminar teacher,
either from last semester or this
semester, is ready, willing, and able
to assist you . And, of course, the
Freshman Center advisors are
always eager to help. When you
succeed, we succeed. So, please, let
us help!

Commuter Club

AAA-More than a triple savings ·
By Barbara A. Reyes

The Commuter Club would like
to welcome everyone back to the
new semester and at the sa me time
inform you of our upcoming activity and that is the promotions of the
AAA program .
AAA has agreed to offer its program to Kean College students at a
discount rate of $31.00 per year, and
still incl ude all the benefits such as
free towin g, tire changes, etc. This
can be quite a savings when you
consider that most local garages can
charge at least $45.00 just to tow a
car. Tripl e A can be quite a worthwhil e investment, especially during
these winter months when cars are
most susceptible to breakdowns. For
more information please feel free to
stop by the Freshman Center.

•

i

Al so, the Commuter Club will be order to insure the success of this
program and ones in the future we
having its first meeting of the new
semester on Tuesday, February 10 at need your help so please come and
{40 in the Freshman Center. In ' join us. See you there!

New student committee
By Eric Daly, NSC President
Are you bored, tired of just going
to class and going home afterwards?
Do you want to meet new people
and get involved with campus activities? JOIN THE NEW STUDENT
COMMITTEE!! Hi, my name is Eric,
I'm the new president of the NSC.
For those of you who don't already
know, the New Student Committee
is a group made up of students helping the needs of new students. You
are invited to participate in our next
NSC me~ting. It will be held Feb.
17th at 3:00_P.m. in the Freshman

New
Student
Committee
There will be a
NSC Meeting on
Feb. 17th
at 3:00 p.m. in
The
Freshman Center
ALL NEWCOMERS
WELCOME
REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED

Center. At the meeting we will be
discussing the future of the NSC, the
"SCOOP'; which is the Freshmen
newsletter, and the College Survival
Kit project.
The NSC is sponsoring a collegewide life-size Trivial Pursuit game.
Also in the planning stages, is a

•Video Dance which will be cosponsored with the Commuter
Club. We need your participation
for these projects to be a great success. There's no better time than the
present to get involved, meet new
people, and enjoy our free popcorn
and soda.

ONLY 60 SEMESTER
CREDIT HOURS
NEEDED FOR OCS.
If you have 60 accredited semester hours, and can achieve a
high score in a special aptirude test, you could be just 22 weeks
fmm earning the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the Army
Reserve. And ready to take on your first Reserve leadership as.signment.
Qualify, and you'll attend an 8-week Basic Training Course,
then go on tc) a 14-week Officer Candidate School (OCS) which
will challenge you both mentally and physically. When )OU graduate, you'll receive your commission as an officer in the Army
Reserve, and continue training in a branch Officer Basic Course.
Then you'll return home to serve in a nearby Reserve unit-~lly
one weekend a month and two weeks annual training.
Its a great opportunity to gain the skills and begin the practice
of the kind of leadership and management prized so highly by civilian employers.
)bu need not have completed your degree, just have 60 semester houn; and a lot of ability an<l confidence, to qualify.
If you're inten.-sted in OCS, call:
SERGEAi.~T DUBLIN
688-8990

ARMY RESERVE.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Speak Out

Fred M archev
don ' t remember. Nothing
interesting.

Louis Lin
I got a Mitsubishi Tredia. I like it;
it's new.

Pa~e 1

Question: What did you get for Christmas?
By John Salern o and Andy Kossowsky

Susan Knewasser
A VCR. Now I can tape my soaps.

Susan Roca
I got Jon Sattur for Chri stma s.

Greg Hudzik
got a trip to Boca Raton for
Christmas, I went there with my
family, and stayed at my uncle's 1.5
million dol lar estate. I have pictures,
I can prove it.

Dave McCarthy
I got my brand new desk planner!
Now I can be organized for the
coming year.

Dennis Jakubovitz
A Rangers jersey. I like it because
they are going to the playoffs this
year!

Judy Alfana
I got a gucci watch. I like it
because it's really expensive.

Veronica Trembley
I got a little stuffed bear fro m my
nephew that I thou ght wa s reall y
cute.

Chris Drabik
I got a brand new watch . I never
had one before.

Pressure mounts to test foreign-born teaching assistants
URBANA, ILL (CPS)-lllinois has
become the fourth state in the union
to require that foreign-born grad
students who teach college classes
pass tests proving they can speak
English well.
Many campus officials - as well
as Gov. James Thompson - opposed the new law, which goes into effect next term .
Many schools already require
foreign-born teaching assistants
(TAs) to pass language tests before
they are allowed to teach . But now
some state legislatures want to make
such tests mandatory at public campuses, overriding the protests of administrators who say in-house pro-

ficiency tests are sufficient.
So far, only four states - Florida,
Ohio, Missouri and Illinois - have
legislated teacher English proficiency tests. Other states are considering such laws or waiting for colleges
to implement their own programs.
In Mi ssouri, legislators grew tired
of student complaints they couldn't
understand classroom teachers. Saying schoo ls were too slow in
responding to the problem, they
passed a law to require teacher
testing at the universities of Missouri
in Colum bia and Roll a, the campuses with the most numerous
foreign TAs.
" The faculty said the law was

Attention Freshman & Sophomores
HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
GOTTEN THE BEST OF .YOU? We're not surprised , with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
year. Federal and State aid cut backs ...
Academic Subsidies Research Group has
academia's financial answer! With access to
the largest computer bank of it's kind containing private sources of college financial aid totaling over 4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantees to
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
match your individual interests, background and
qualifications with thousands of grants, scholarships and financial aid awards from private
sources such as foundations, trusts, corporations, professional and business groups,
religious and fraternal organizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The timejs now ... Call or
write for FREE information.
Academic Subsidies Research Group
"Academia's Financial Answer"
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N .J. 08502
201-874-3294

discriminatory because not all TAs
were tested," says Dr. Judy Vickrey
of the state Coordinating Board for
Higher Education. "But the legislature ruled it was too late for the
school s to handle the problem on
their own."
Democratic Rep. Barbara pringle
introduced the Ohio measure after
her daughter comp lained she
cou ldn't understand some foreignborn teachers at Ohio State and
Kent State.
"I ' m very proud of the bill ; '
Pringle says. "Several other states
have such legislation or are working on it."
The problem is a relatively recent
one, tracing back to the influx of
foreign students into American
grad uate programs in recent years.
As a result, more foreign-born TAs
were assigned to lead undergraduate courses, especially in scientific
disciplines where the vast majority
of native students ski p grad school
and go directly into the job market.
In the process, however undergrads began to complai n they had
trouble understanding the TAs, who
someti mes had little expertise in
Engli sh.
" It's safe to say more schools are
beginning to require English language proficiency tests for both
teachers and teaching assistants,"
says Paul Jones of the Council of
Graduate Schools in America.
"There's pressure from students and
from legislatures both."
The Illinois law "had the support
of students, of student governments
statewide and substantial support in
both houses of the legis lature," says
Kirk Hard of the University of Illinois' governmental relations office.
" But universities and facu lty
generally opposed the bill. The
University of Illinois fe lt the situation would be better handled on a
case by case basis."
Gov. Thompson opposed the bill,
Hard sayJ, because "it cuts out experts in many high tech areas. It's
cultural elitism, isolationism."
Hard adds that " James Madison
couldn't have lectured in Illinoi s
because he had a speech impediment. It would have eliminated such

people as Albert Einstein" from
teaching in the state.
Such legislative insistance seems
to be prodding more schools to
confront their TAs' language problems, if only to avoid statemandated testi ng programs.
" Lots of universities are upset
about the kinds of laws state
legislatures may pass and are trying
to solve the problem themselves,"
says Susanne Sarwark of Ohio

State's English as
Language program .

a Second

''\ don't see a \ot. mo..e -s,t.a'l.e \a,,.,'S
being passed because, in the next

few years, lots more colleges probabl y will set up proficiency programs independently to avoid state
intervention;' Sarwark says.
" The Ohio law directed attention
to the problem," she adds. " There's
not been a real concerted effort at
most colleges until now."

The
Better'™

Ball Point Pen sge

Whatever the assignment, Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact,
we've made writer's fatigue a thing of the pastl This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortles.s writing. Best of all, you'll never
throw it out because it's refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier's jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today...The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pencilier.
®
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Editorial

Letters

Planting both feet firmly
There are two attitudes that one may take
after a months absence from academics - continuing to live the life of leisure or going full
force into a new and invigorating semester. The
right kind of attitude can make all the difference
in the world.
A pessimistic view of being back at school, ·
dealing "Yith heavy workloads, and tight
schedules can disuade even the most ambitious
individual.
With the start of the new semester should
come a new outlook. Careful planning of a daily routine is the first step in starting off the new
year on the right foot. Reading those two
chapters before a night of partying at the pub
may not seem to make much a difference at the
time but self-discipline such as these are the
building blocks of a future responsible person.
Proper conditioning at these earlier years may
seem difficult with temptations that can plaque
students but in the long run will definitely pay
off.
Many upperclassmen can relate to the time
and money wasted due to the lack of responsibility that arises from neglecting schoolwork.
Attending Kean for an extra semester can be
avoided without much sacrifice in your personal life. Scheduling your time wisely is the
key.
Kean College is equipped with a vast array
of facilities for the academic-minded to eleviate
some of the pressures that are accompanied
with studies. The IRC Building is supplied with
many audio and visual aides that can lift the
load off of reports and research. The computer

room holds flexible evening hours as well as
day hours to make computer assignments more
viable to complete.
It is said that a healthy body is a healthy
mind. Facilities such as the weight room, intramurals, and athletic organizations are also
arranged in various times of the day to fit even
those with the tighest of schedules.
Of course this frame of thinking is not; and
should not only be geared to studies. Responsibility to commitments and self should be a
full time endeavor.
The Independent would like to welcome
everyone back to Kean, and wish everyone the
best for a fulfilling and successful year. Make
the best of it!

Welcome
Dear Editor,

Welcome all new freshmen and
transfer students. The major emphasis of this college is to help
Freshman succeed.
You are unique in that you have
the Freshman Center to go to for
help with any questions you have.
The primary goals of the freshman
center are to assist stud ents
academically and help them get involved in extracurricular activities.
The Center offers new students an
opportunity for friendships to
develop. The Freshman Center is
there for commuters as well as the
residents.
A class which will help the new
student in succeedi ng is the
Freshman Seminar class. This
course is a one-credit, pass-fail

course which all new students musf
take. The professor in your class will
be your advisor for the rest of the
year. This class is to help all new
students get adjusted to college life
and above al l, Kean College.
New experiences and challenges
will be in store for you. Academics
anp extracurricular activiti es will be
an all new experience to the new
student. And the social life ... Well,
I guess you will have to experience
that for yourself.
There are numerous workshops in
store for you. The first one is a "Getting Involved Workshop". The goal
of this workshop is to enable you to
meet other new students and to
familiarize yourself with all the
aspects that Kean has to offer. This
workshop will be facilitated by up-

Bent on a review
Dear Editor,

I am writing to express the fee lings of a group of people who
disagree with the review written on
"Steven Wright - Live at Wilkins
Theatre."
We also attended the show and
we feel that Mr. Wright didn't once
"lose his train of thought and
wander off track." We believe it was
more likely that during those pauses
he was contemplating whether or

not to continue his class act in front
of such a rude, disrespectable
crowd .
When it appeared to you that
Steven had lost his train of thought
after picking up his guitar to do his
"Sex with Rachel " routine, he was
actually letting the audience decide·
whether or not he would do it. We
all know what happened; we missed the opportunity to witness one
of the funniest comedy bits today.

A debt of thanks
Dear Editor,

my keys in the trunk keyhole. I was
At the end of last semester I went really scared that someone had
to my car. Upon my arrival I was · taken the keys to my $40,000 car.
looking through my pockets for my I looked in the window of my car
car keys. I couldn't find them! Think- ·and saw my keys sitti ng on the coning where they might be, I realized
sole with the doors unlocked . I
that I had been to my car before to
knew I had locked .the doors and left
get something in the trun k. I had left the keys in the trunk. Well the point

The
Independent
Needs
Writers.

perclassmen and will provide an introduction to the different clubs and
organizations that are offered at
Kean . This workshop will be held
on February 16 in the Freshman
Center at 7:00 p.m.
The second workshop is for your
parents. It will be a workshop on
Financial Aid . This workshop is not
only open to you r parents but it is
open to you. The workshop is
schedul ed for February 25 in the
Freshman Center at 7:00 p.m.
I hope to see you at these
workshops on the days I have indicated. If you need help or have
any questions I can be contacted at
the Freshman Center. If you have
enough motivation and enthusiasm
you can make your first semester at
Kean a great one.
Sincerely,
Felix Ocejo, Peer Liaison
Freshman Center

At one point he retaliated, expressing the feelings of both himself
and James Lee Stan ley. He verbally
attacked the heckler who had nearly destroyed the opening act, and
who was attempting to destroy hi s,
(we all heard what he said)!
Rather than criticize Steven's performance, you should be apologizing for the rude behavior displayed
by the audience. Like you, we
would also like to see Steven Wright
again, but we doubt it will be at
Kean College.
Name Withheld

of this letter is to thank the person
who took the keys out of my trunk
and put them in the car for me. I
never thought someone could be so
kind . Again I want to thank this person who was so nice to do what
they did.
Signed,
Too Embarraseed To Sign My Name
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By Manny Cantor

Massed students gi,ve their elders some headaches
Like most Kean Co llege students
and faculty, your columni st was
reveling these vacation weeks in the
festivities characteri stic of the
Christma s and Hanukah season .
Feasting, frivolity and family took
over. But in between it was an intriguing exercise to piece together
the pattern of student protests in
·, ~any countries, the official reactions they provoked, and some conclusions as to their significance.
Egalite-French Students Mean It
The chirac government moved
confidently to make changes in the
French system of higher education .
Tu ition in state-run uni versiti es
would be raised to about $250 a
year. There would be more selectivity of students. Previously admission
was open and automatic to the
university of choice. On Nov. 27
tens of thousands of students took
to the streets in Paris and 50 other
French cities, some 200,000 in Paris
alone. Banners included slogans
like "No to elitism and to inequality" and "No to the American
system."
Taken by surprise, Prime Minister
Chirac promised the government
would re-exami ne the proposed
legislation and might modify it. The

students, further infla med w hen a
22-year-old student di ed from a
heart attack after a beating by
poli ce, launched more demonstrations. On Dec. 8 Chirac surrendered
and withdrew the controversial bill.
Next day he told supporters he was
canceling a special parliamentary
session in which the government
had planned to push through
several
other
controverisal
measures.
The students planned peaceful
demonstrations. Why did they get
ugly, with cars overturned and burned and shop windows smashed?
Undoubtedl y th e re were p rovocateu rs, from the police, from the
governm ent, from right-wing and
extreme left-wing elements. The
proof is in the TV and press film
clips, and the accounts of observing journalists.
The consequences of the student
mass protests are amazing. The
franc dropped sharply. The whole
Chirac legislative program is in
jeopardy. The labor movement was
encouraged to spread the most extensive strike in 20 years in the
public sector. The conservative
French government is in deep
trouble.
The ri ppling effect washed over

the Pyranees into Spain . The centerleft government of Prime Minister
Felipe Gonzalez has proposed
greater selectivity, higher fees, and
rationalization of faculty size to improve acknowledged weakenesses
in the university education system.
On Dec. 17 hund reds of thousands
of students shut down the high
schools and took to the streets to
protest such policies. A typical
placard read " No to selectivity;
more budget." Fees at public universities are now about $350 a year.
The average tenured professor earns
about $1 ,000 a month, and may
have as many as 100 students.
The average annual tuition and
roo m and board fees at public fouryear colleges in the United States is
estimated at $4,000 to $5,000. All
have some system of selectivity. At
this distance it appears that both the
conservative Chirac government
and the left-wing Gonzalez government are not unreasonable in their
proposals. But the students in both
countries do not agree, and their actions provide an interesting and important lesson in student power.
Soviet Students Riot
Here was a truly startli ng repo rt,
from Moscow, on Dec. 18, by the official press agency Tass. A group of

Letters Continued

A communication gap?
Dear Editor,
I am so outraged at the registration department that I must submit
thi s letter to the Independent.
I j ust spent the better part of my
day tryi ng to pick up classes for thi s
semester.
My choices were limited because
it was the last day to register. Why
was I so irresponsi bl e you might
ask? I wasn't. I wai ted al l break to
receive my permit from registrar but
to my dismay I received nothing. if
it weren't fo r an accidental meeti ng
with a fel low stud ent I would never
have known that I almost missed

registration.
After calling registrar, I found that
I could still come on Wednesday to
register. The lady on the phone informed me that I could regi ster between 10:30 and 5:30.
·1 arrived at regi stration at 10:30
a.m. Once there I was informed that
I wold have to come back at 4:30.
It was no consultation to the women
there that I had to be at work at
4:00.
Needless to say I wai ted around
all day only to be stuck with classes
that I didn't need.
Bei ng a senior I would thi nk that

I would be able to choose classes
before underclassmen w ho have
more time to pick up classes they
couldn't get now.
After talking to some friend s I
found out that they too didn't get
their permits mailed to them. When
I confronted the people at registrar
they told me that they couldn't be
held responsible for this situation .
I wonder then who would?
I don't th,ink I want to stay at Kean
an extra semester because the people at registrar can't do th eir jobs
properly.
Signed,
An Outraged Student

Little .things mean alot
Dear Editor,
I am 44 years old. I am goi ng to
graduate. I have -been here for 11
years. I want to send flowe rs to al l
those who so patiently helped me.
To the Libra ry, information,
Reference Librarians, and, of course
. . . check-out. How much do I owe?
Help me fi nd this book, I know I '
brought it back. Flowers to Mr.
Vita le, what do they mean, I have
to matriculate? Flowers to EPIC wh o
got me started. Flowers to Financial
Aid that ass isted me. John Marcin-

sk i in particular for explai ning the
unexp lainable. The Counseli ng
Center, . and of course, Dr. Israel
whose devotion inspires so many.
O rchids to my Psycho logy Department, what do you mean you
wou ldn't recommend D ance
Therapy as a profession to a 40 yr.
old? (Prof. Chaison . .. Where were
you last semester .... .?) Dr.
Schwartz, please, I can't comprehend these statistics. How in the
world did I get an A on the exam?
the Psych Lab ... Gloria Volpie did

not qui t her job w hen I took
statistics and then later took courses
that had to apply them . Flowers,
flowers, flowe rs to Kean Coll ege of
N .j. and al I those who demanded
of me and nurtured me to grad uation day. I can't forget Dr. Kaplowitz
and Alpha Sigma Lambda, the Pfr
Honor Society that was so meaningful to me, AND . .. A lways LAST
... But without whom I wouldn't
be where I am today - Judy Vitolo
at the Placement Office, doing all
those extra things for me. Thank you
all - I love you very much!! ·
Eileen Fritz

Earn Extra Cash
The Independent is looking for a responsibl e individual to
deliver the Independent on Thursday mornings (8:00 a.m .)
to various locations on campus. ·
$15.00 a week for about an hours work.
If interested stop by CC115 to fill out
an application or see Garry Black, Managing Editor.

students in Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan,
had taken to the streets, burning
cars ang setting fire to a food store.
Such immediate public report of a
civil disturbance was itself unprecedented, further evidence of
the openness (" glasnost" ) cultivated
by Gorbachev. What touched off the
rioting was the selection by a
regional party meeti ng, the day
before, of .an ethnic Russian leader
to replace the ethnic Kazakh w ho
had been the head of the party for
years.
The leaders in Kazakhstan have
for some time been under fire from
Moscow for corruption, inefficiency, lagging industrial production
and poor harvests. I find it qu ite
beli eveabl e that th ese Kazakh
bureaucrats used the strong nationalist and anti-Russian sentiments
to stir the students in the hope of
preserving their posts and their
profits.
Some commentators in this country were quick to read into the
Kazakh riots a serious threat to the
Soviet Union from its many ethnic
minorities. That's wishful thi nki ng,
I believe. The mu lti-ethnic character
of the Soviet Union is given clear
recognition in the state structure,
and, with some exceptions, in active cultivation of the diversity of
language and culture. Nationalist
senti ment among these people does

not mean they are against the Soviet
system. They may cherish and guard
their tradition . But the majority are
also proud of the economic gains
they have achieved . And, whether
we like it or not, they credit the
Soviet system for the improvements
in thei r lives.
Students were a part, though not
excl usively, of an illegal demonstration in Warsaw on Jan. 1 outside a
local court. They were members
and supporters of Freedom and
Peace, Poland's draft resistance
movement. Their comrades, held inside because of participation in a
previous demonstration, were al I
released. The NY. Times correspondent reports that a main demand of
this youth organization is fo r the
right to perform alternative serv ice
outsi de th e military. They have conducted hunger strikes, demon strations and petition drives. The group
has grown steadily and won some
remarkable
victories.
The
authorities have been surpris ingly
tolerant.
The biggest studen t demonstrations, those fraught with the greatest
significance fo r Americans and for
U.S. interests, were in China. The
developments there, incl ud ing the
changes in top leadership of the
country, which the student actions
triggered, will be dealt with in next
week's col umn.

Attention!!!!!
Funded group members
On February 27,·2a and March 1st, Student Organization Inc. will be sponsoring a leadership weekend
specifically designed to meet the needs of students involved in funded group activities on campus. The purpose of this weekend is to enable you, the students,
to discuss several programmatic issues pertaining to
funded groups in general. The second purpose of thi s
event is to allow the students to explore their individual
leadership capabi Iities.
The cost is only $5.00 per person to help pay for the
cost of transportation . Food, lodging and conference
materials are provided by Student Organization. Currently, only two members from each group may attend .
Fifty spaces are available for the weekend , so first come
first service basis will be used . Please return this appl ication to the office of the Communication-Help
Center (CC1 41) Cindy M arconi-Director by Friday,
February 13th.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
STUD ENT ORGANIZATION INC.
Please announce this worthwhile event at yournext
organ izational meeting. Your participation w ill determine the success of the funded group weekend and
the weekend w ill help formulate part of the success
of your group.
F_unded Group
Leadership Application
February 27, 28, Mar. 1
Name
Address
Campus Address
Phone _ __ Funded G roup
H ave you attended Leadership before?

If yes, where?
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Arts and En·tertainment
Theatre notes
By Leah Valley
Diction .. . articulation .. . projection ... movement ... gestures
. .. physical agility ... believability
... characterization ... emotional
and sense recall ... relaxation exercises ... all of these constitute the
vocabulary of an actor/actress;
. whether he performs on stage, does
' film work or any type of performance before an audience. But
what does it all mean? Isn't acting
just getting up on stage and reciting
memorized lines with forced emotion? No sireee! If you have that image of the stage, then I feel it should
be corrected immediately; for the
process and strenuous mental activity that the actors go through during rehearsals and the performance
shouldn't be brushed off narrowmindedly. Although, it is impossible for me to cover every element
that the actor contemplates over and

establishes as part of his character.
However, I will attempt to touch
upon the basic questions that actors
need to ask themselves about their
character, which will help them in
their analysis. In order for a performer to achieve a convincing,
well-established character, he must
·decide upon the age of the
character, his posture and physical
agility. Lets say that John is playing
the role of Ernest. Does Ernest walk
with confidence or is he slightly unsure of h·imself? Does he hunch
over, walk with a quick step or take
his time? Does Ernest speak in a
loud demanding quick tone or in a
subsiding, muffled, quiet manner?
These are only a fraction of the
questions that have to be answered
by the actor, while he is going
through the process of molding his
character. Of course, he'll get some
descriptive ideas and explanations
from the script, hut is is up to the

actor himself to approach the
challenge and research into other
sources.
One should also res~arch into the
background of his/her character and
establish a new birthplace, birthdate, city inhabited by you at
some time, family and social life,
occupation, hobbies.Ii nterests, etc.
Also important, is establishing a
motive for your actions. Why does
Ernest react in a certain manner?
Why .does he dislike a specific
character? Is Ernest putting on a
facade to cover up some hidden
psychological problem? If so, what
really is on his mind? This mental
activity can also work in regard to
the next question: What happens
when actors cry on stage? If they actually cry, how do they get the tears
to come out? In emotional scenes,
such as where the actor has to shed

Playboy names top party schools,
angering administrators
A puzzle at Chico State, a 'blessing' at ignored Tennessee
(CPS)-Cal State-Chico, Miami
(Fla.), San Diego State, Vermont and
Slippery Rock are the biggest party
schools in the U.S., a Playboy
Magazine list of the nation's Top 40
Party Colleges claims.
Playboy says it compiled the list
by interviewing student leaders at
"more than 250 colleges nationwide'.'
But while students at the named
schools generaly seemed amused
by the list, administrators :.._ some
locked in mortal battle to get more
funding by convincing legislators
their campuses are beacons of
academic excellence have
reacted with outrage.
Officials at West Virginia ,
Mississippi, Cal State-Chico, Vermont, Miami and other schools on
the list protested their inclusion on
the list, sometimes calling press
conferences to make the point.
But Playboy staffers reply the I ist
was done "obviously as a fun thing,
not to put down academic
qualities."
"I have a feeling administrators
are saying, 'Harumph, harumph, we
don't think we should be on this
list," admits Playboy spokesman Bill
Paige.
In one of the milder responses,
Mississippi Chancellor Gerald
Turner said, " I'd rather not be on
their list."
·
University of Tennessee Vice
Chancellor Phil Scheurer called it
a ,;blessing" to be left off the list.
" The Number Two ranking
puzzles me;' says Miami Student Affairs official Bill Mullowney. " We
have ample social life here, but I'd
be interested in knowing the criteria
of the study, who they talked to,
what they observed."
" If we're Number Two in the
country as a party school, we do
even
better
academically,"
Mullowney maintains.
"I don't think they (Playboy staffers) were ever on this campus,"
complained a Cal State-chico
spokeswoman . "I don't think it was
very accurate reporting."
Chico students agre~, claimin_g
they don't party any more than
students on any other campuses.
" It's a nice label ·to tag on the
school, but the survey must not have
been very extensive," says student
government President Greg Hill.
"Students here enjoy a party atmosphere, but they're here to study.
They know their purpose."
Paige says Playboy asked students

to rank their own schools and others
in their states. On each campus,
seven-to-10 students were questioned about the number of parties held
on campus, other entertainment opportunities and who attended such
social gatherings.
"Obviously, we didn't call the
campus librarian on a Tuesday
night;' Paige says.
At Miami, Playboy might not have
been able to reach many students
on Tuesday night either. Almost 60
percent of the students are commuters, a demographic that
minimizes partying, some students
say.
"The Miami area is very big, very
interesting and there's lots to do,"
explains UM senior Juan Diaz . "A
large percentage of students leave
campus to party."
"In fact, you just don't see much
partying. When I was a freshman or
sophomore, I wanted to go to a different school where I could have
more fun ."

But some students· agree with
Playboy's assessment of their
schools' social atmosphere.
" There's a reputation here in
Southern California that everyone is
pretty laid back;' says Lisa Estrella,
a student at San Diego State University, Playboy's third-ranked party
school.
"SDSU is a good school academically, one of the best in the
state university system, but overall
it is a party school. Fraternities and
sororities are popular here and they
do party a lot."
And, while administrators at
Georgia's Mercer University, a
Southern Baptist College, call the
school's 9th place survey ranking
unearned and undeserved, students
are overjoyed.
" Everybody is talking about it,"
says one fraternity member. " They
can't wait to tell their friends at
other schools that didn't make the
list:'

RPS
Roadway
Package System
Part Time
Job Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for college students
Flexible hours
Different shifts available
Monday thru Friday
Good pay

We presently have openings for: Package
Handlers, Data Entry Operators, Quality CONTROL Clerks.
If you want to be a part of a progressive company
using the most up to date computer and laser
technologies, contact us immediately by calling
201-351-3985foran interview appointment or send
a letter/resume with references to:
Roadway Package System
5-61 Bay Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J. 07201
Equal Opportunity Employer

achieving relaxation is to identify,
localize and rid yourself of these
overhanging tensions. Some actors
do certain special diaphramatic
breathing exercises, in isolation or
in a group. Other known techniques
are stretching like a cat, the rag doll,
massage, group/body contact, various stretches, etc.
I have touched upon certain questions and techniques that an actor
has to deal with on stage. I hope
that you gained some new insight
conceririg the job of an actor and
the level of mental strain that he experiences while forming himself a
character. The final moment for the
actor on stage proves to be an exhilarating moment for both the performer and audience.

some tears, he uses what is called:
Emotional and Sense Recall. This

means he digs deep within himself
and pulls out a painful experience
that he can think about while playing an upsetting scene. This is a tool
used by many actors, which works
very effectively.
Last of all , before the actor goes
on stage, he needs to do a few relaxtion exercises to help diminish all
unnecessary tension building upon
the neck, shoulders, arms and legs.
Every muscle should be relaxed, in
order for all of the actor's inhibitions
to be removed. Sure, some physical
tens•ions are necessary on stage, but
the majority of these feelings can
become obstacles in reacting in
one's character. The first step in

Swingin' Tern celebrates
(CHATHAM)-The Swiniin' Tern
will try out their new bi-monthly
swingin' and ternin' with Scott
Higgs on February 7, playing with
Tripping Up Stairs. On February 21,,...
the caller will be Jim Kitch, who
will call too the accompaniament
of the Highland Park Hot Peppers.
The Swingin' Tern takes place on
the first and third Saturday of each
month at Ogden Memorial Pres-

byterian Church, on Route 24 in
Chatham. The beginner's workshop
starts at 7:30, and the dance is at
8:00. No experience or partner is
needed. Bring homebaked goodies
or $4.00 to get in. The Swingin'
Term series is presented by the Folk
Project and supported by the Folk
Music Society of Northern New
Jersey. For further information, ca ll
Artie during the day, at .(201)
663-1126.

CONTEST
Unpublished manuscripts or works on any subjects of Juvenile interest.

Illustrations for Children's books are also included in a winning
cateogry.
QUALIFICATIONS
1. KCNJ's Administrators, Faculty, Staff, Alumni and Students ·(part-

time, full-time, evening).
2. Persons who have never published in the Juvenile field.
WINNING CATEOGRIES:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Best
Best
Best
Best

The 4 winning categories are :
Fiction - Easy or Picture Book
Fiction - Young Adult
Non-Fiction - Includes poetry, cookbooks, sports, etc.
Illustrations
PRIZES/AWARDS:

1st Place - $100.00 per person per category
2nd & 3rd Place - certificate per person per category
DEADLINES:

The deadline for submitting man4scripts is April 13, 1987 (Monday).
The deadline for the Judges' decision is April 22, 1987 (Wednesday).
Winners will be notified in writing by Wednesday, April 29, 1987.
Note: For further information, contact Yvonne McCray, 527-3133 (on campus ext. 3133). Please forward all manuscripts to Yvonne McCray, Coordinator, Liaison Services, East Campus Library. Also please check with
forthcoming issues of the Independent, Kean Update, Administrative
Report and other college publications for additional info.
Co-Sponsored by the Alumni Association and the College Library

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. Bloom County Blbylon, by Berke Bn!afled. (Ulle, Brown,
$1295.) Bloom Cou1ly comic _.;ps.
2.

11 C - From the F• Side, by Ga,y Larson. (Anchws. Mc:Meel
& P - . $5.95.) The -

cartlons Imm the Fw Side.

3. TIie ,=., Side cw.y 2, by Ga,y Larson. (Anchws. McMeel &
P -. $9.95.) Coledion a Fer Side car1oons.
4. The Hunt tor ~ . by Tom Cllwlcy. (Bendey, $<1.50.)
The incredible chase a nuclear submarine.

a

Accldenlal Touttat, by Ame Tyler. (Bendey, $4.50,1
Odd domestic lil8 a a .....,. wrilet'.

5. The

S. Gellpegoa, by K"'1 Vonneg<.C. (Dell, $4.50.)
MadcapgeM81ogicaiadvenlu'e.

7. w.t With the Night. by Beryl Marl<harn (Norlh Point, $1250.1
Flying in East Africa and across the Allantic in the 193()'s.

a. Secteta, by Danielle Sleet (Dell, $4.95.) Behind the scenes a a
television production.
9. Women who Love too Much, by Robin Norwood. (Pocl<et,
$4.50.) How t> avoid the pilfaJls LN1heallhy relationships.

a

10. The Bachman Books, by Slephen King. (NAUSiglet, $5.95.)
A coltection a four a his eal1iest wa1<s.

l'lew 6 Recommended
T h e ~ ol Open Spece, by Gretel Ehrtich. (Penguin, $5.95.) Life in
the open spaces a Wyoming - pa11 travelogue and part
personal retlections.
From S. to Shining S.. by James Alexander Thom.
(Ba llantine, $4.50.) Based on the lives a the Clan< family and the

Lewis and Clarl< expedition.

Always Coming Home, by Ursula K. LeGuin. (Bantam, $4.95.)
The story of the Kesh, a peaceful people of the faf future.
AIIOQATlON 0, .ueMCAN ~ T I J N A L AaOCIATlON 0, CXJU..IOE Sf0AES
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·Fun for the future at Kean
By Barbara Goldblatt
A host of exciting and culturally
enri c hing programs in dance,
drama, music, movies and lectures
ae planned for the Spring 1987
Semester at Kean by the Office of
Student Activities.
The spring semester opens with
Kean's resident dance company, The
New Jersey Ballet Company, performing on February 7th . Those who
viewed their performance last
semester will not want to mi ss their
return engagement and those who
missed it will have another opportunity to see them . The American
Dance Machine, which is noted for
their kinetic energy, specializes in
recreating the best musical numbers
from Broadway presentations.
Anyone who has ever enjoyed a
B'way musical will love American
Dance Machine. They will perform
in the Wilkins Theatre on March
24th.
The Townsend Lecture Series
features the daughters of slain civil
rights leaders Malcolm X and Mar-

tin Luther King Jr. - Attallah
States. Although they take their inShabazz and Yolanda King - on
spiration from gospel music, their
February 25. They have continued
message is " like nothing you've
in the footsteps of their parents acheard before."
cepting life's challenges with
courage and conviction and have a
The Chicago Brass Quintet, with
valuable message for today 's
their wondrous and joyful blend of
generation.
classical and contemporary music,
Feminist activist and peace adwill perform on March 5th. Their
vocate, Sonia Johnson, will speak
mastery of technical skill combinabout "Feminism: The Centerpeace
ed with a remarkable talent for perof the Puzzle" on March 4th. Ms.
Johnson is a witty and dynamic
speaker with a prophetic vision . In
addition the Women's Resource .
Center will sponsor a program
On February 28 and March 2, the
about the transformation of Black
feminism in the United States featur- Mu sic Festival will hold auditions
ing Dr. Deborah White, author of for its 26th season . Ms. Susan W.
Ar'n't I a Woman" and Associate Black will be at St. Paul 's Episcopal
Professor of History at Rutgers Church from 12:30 to 2:00 p.m . on
February 28, and at West Orange
University, on February 11th.
A musical valentine will be High School from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00
presented on February 14th by p.m . on March 2. Students inSweet Honey in the Rock. This a tere sted in auditioning should
cappella quintet sings, with power attend .
Eastern Music Festival offers inand soul, about the experiences of
Blacks, women, the civil rights and struction s to 175 select students
peace movements in the United ages 12 throu gh 20 to participate in

Movies schedul e include "A
Raisin in the Sun' on February 24th ,
"A Warm December" on February
12th; a zany short by Spike Lee
about a young, black 3-card-monte
dealer who always loses " The
Answer" with " Death of a Prophet"
on February 18th. In addition there
will be a series of films from around
the world, "Around the World in
Eight Days."

forming has culminated in 25 years
of top rate entertainment.
The Crucible, Arthur Miller's
riveting drama bout the Salem witch
hunts has a message for modern
times as well. Presented by the
Speech, Theatre & Media Department, this student produced and
performed drama will run from
March 11-20 and 25-28 in the Zella
Fry Theatre.

Auditions for music festival to be held
country, work closely w ith students
in every facet of the educational
program. Guest arti sts include
David Bar-lllan , piano ; Josef
Gingold, violin ; Nobuko Imai ,
viola; Alvin McCall , cello; Gerard
Poulet, violin; M iklos Szenthelyi,
violin; William Vacchiano, trumpet;
and Ran som Wilson, flute.
Students should prepare the
followin g:
Piani sts - two movements of
sonato/con certo in contra sting
sty les. Orchestral - one movement
of a concerto or sonata.
Stud ents are enco uraged to aud ition o r drop by fo r further information. Li mited scho larships are
ava ilable. For further information
please write or call Eastern Music
Festival, 200 N. Davie Street,
Greensboro, N.C. 27401 (919)
373-4712.

its orchestral and piano program s.
The Festival concentrates on performance of orchestral , chamber
music and solo recital. Curriculum
includes two orchestras, chamber
music, private lessons, music theory
and master cla sses with the
Festival's faculty orchestra, the
Eastern Philharmonic Orchestra, as
well as with guest arti sts- i nre sidence. Th e 85 member faculty,
selected from symphony orchestras
and conservatories throughout th e
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WORK YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE BEFORE
YOU EVEN Gn THERE.
With the GI Bill Plus the Army College Fund, you can
earn up to $25,200 in college money. So when you get to
school, you'll be able to spend your time enjoying all that college
has to offer, instead of worrying about paying for it.
Here's how the program works: as a soldier, you
contribute $100 a month from your first full 12 months' pay~
checks (for a total of $1,200). The government and the Army
contribute the rest (up to $9,600 from the government and up
to $14,400 from the Army).
If you qualify for this program, you could train in one of
over 60 exciting and challenging skills. In areas like communi~
cations, mechanical maintenance or electronics. In addition to
accumulating knowledge in your skill , you'll be earning up -to ·
$25 ,200 in college money.
Contact your local A rmy Recruiter to fi nd out more.

Sergeaµt Dingle , 688- 8990

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
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Album Review

Duran Duran is back with Notorious

By Mark Malinowski
The most influential vi sual pop
band of the 198O's has returned after
a lengthy _absence from the recording studio. Duran Duran's first
album si nce Seven and The Ragged Tiger of 1983 and their first collaboration si nce the James Bond
motion picture theme A View To
Kill, is titled NOTORIOUS.
NOTORIOUS is a smoothly successful combination of the typically terrific crooning of lead vocalist
Simon Lebon and a now heavier,
dance-oriented cosmic funk.
Duran Duran, formerly a five man
outfit, still consists of LeBon, John
Taylor (on bass guitar) and Nick
Rhodes (handling the keyboard).
However, Andy Taylor decided to
pursue a solo career. Roger Taylor,
the drummer, withdrew altogether
from the music industry claim ing
mental exhaustion. The first single
released, the upbeat title track
Notorious, quickly reminds one of
Duran Duran's 1984 single WILD
BOYS, although, LeBons voice for
some reason sounds much clearer
now. Rhodes contributes a nice
keyboard solo towards the end and
producer Nile Rodgers strums a
brilliant electric guitar throughout.
However, Lebons distinctive falsetto is the ingredient which
guarantees NOTORIOUS to be a hit
record.
Most of the tracks are a sort of go
between of the heavy, pounding
thumps of the Power Station 0ohn
Taylor's 1985 musical endeavor with
Andy Taylor, Robert Palmer and

Tony Thompson) and the synthesized rhythmic melodies of LeBon's
and Rhodes' ARCADIA. The finished sound is a trite harder than
previous Duran Duran projects,
which is probably a directy result
of Taylor's and Rhode's long hours
of listening to such performers as
Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd.
Skin Trade, a neat contemporary
track, rese mbles nothing of the
Duran Duran catalogue. LeBon's
delivery is noticeably altered from
its usually free flowing style
·throughout th is different, yet still effective tune.
The whole LP, even the ballads
seem to . work. The strength of
NOTORIOUS, as always in Duran
Duran material, is its unique instrumental repititions along with
their trademark, smooth memorable
riffs and fancy remixes. The habitual
flow of the album, as always apparent in Duran Duran material is
its emotionless, directionless and invul nerable lyrics. (This group has
sung about such topics as a Union
Of The Snake, Planet Earth, A
VIEW TO A Kill and a New
Religion). LeBon, Rhodes and
Taylor, who together penned all the
tracks, once again failed to capture
the attention of the listener with
their expressionless and hidden
lyrical feelings. This recognizable
trios latest album will undoubtedly succeed in that it will still appeal
to die hard "Duranies" although I
se rio usly questi on whether
NOTORIOUS will attract any new
supporters like it intended to do.

Music news
The top ten of '86
(CPS)

By Tim Riley

1. King of America·- Elvis Costello (Columbia)
2. Blood and Chocolate - Elvis Costello (Columbia)
3. Graceland - Paul Simon (Warner Bros.)
4. Daring Adventures - Richard Thompson (Polygram)
5. Talking With The Taxman About Poetry - Billy Bragg (Electra)
6. Raising Hell - Run-DMC (Profile)
7. Big World - Joe Jackson (A&M)
8. Get Close - The Pretenders (Sire)
9. Back In The High Life - Steve Winwood (Island/Warner Bros.)
10. The Indestructible Beat Of Soweto - Various (Shanach ie)

Rock critics often pack their year- a class all by itself.
end lists with would-bes, shouldaThere's a lot of truth to the idea
beens and want-nots, mostly to im- that if Springsteen hadn't come
press intellectuals and to play along, some rock critic would have
Stump the Reader. But during a year concocted him. In the 10 years that
infused with nostalgia, contempti- his new album covers, Bruce's tours
ble soundtrack compilations and spread the faith that rock and roll
flunked comebacks (eg., The could change your view of life in
Monkees, Kansas and Emerson, some essential way. If you believed
Lake and Pcmell), only three albums in it, the music would repay you.
on the above list weren't among the
Yes, Springsteen was conservative
100 bestselling albums of 1986.
in picking which songs to include
In short, commercial taste and on the album. He omits classics like
critical opinion seemed to mesh .
" Murder Incorporated " (which
There's one obvious omission in · takes on the Mafia) and "Roulette"
the Best of '86 list: Bruce Springs- (inspired by Three Mile Island).
teen's "Live: 1975-1985." That's
Yet he included better renditions
because it deserves a place of its of songs from his first two albums
own . Its arrival was this year's pop and definitive versions of songs he
event, and its proportions put it in wrote for others ("Fire" and

" Because The Night"). Springsteen's version of Edwin Starr's
" War;' moreover, is probably the
single of the year, if only because
it's an explicit response to the kneejerk misinterpretations of "Born in
the USA."
So the 10 Best List includes only
mortals:
With his version of the Animals'
"Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood,"
Elvis Costello manages to add irony
to indignation on his "King of
America" album . Former Elvis
Presley guitarist James Burton and
drummer Ron Tutt lend the album
a country music style, making
Costello's
anti-Reagan ism
nA.merican Without Tears," "Sleep
of the Just") all the more credible.
" Suit of Lights" is a rueful expose
of celebrity. It talks about the
audacity it takes for someone to dub
oneself "Elvis;' and even implicates
the audience in the process. Best
yet, by breaking into the Top 40,
Costello's anti¥ank diatribe became
a popular paradox.
But on "Blood and Chocolate;'
Costel Io's lyrics get even more complex as his music shrivels to
minimal essentials. It begins with
"Uncomplicated" - a song that
contradicts its title - and ends with
a suicide note. "The Next Time
Around" traverses from despai( to
outrage. The most powerful song on
the album, " I Want You;' is also the

John Kirkpatrick's unlikely accordian a convincing part of a rock and
roll groove on "Daring Adventures."
Run-DMC, on "Raising Hell,"
crosses over to the Top 10 with its
version of Aerosmith's "Walk This

most restrained .
By the time you finish both
albums, Costello emerges as artist
of the year.
The year's best also provoked a
year of controversy. Some critics
wrapped Paul Simon for not overtly attacking apartheid on his

Way."
Among 110Calists, Steve Winwood
has become the high-class crosS011er
soulster we've been waiting for
(more over, Daryl Hall). Pretender
Chrissie Hynde's surprise entry into the diva derby outclasses Tina
Turner, patti LaBelle and Whitney
Houston, if only because she has
better taste in music and the talent
to write it herself.
Joe Jackson's " Big World" was too
ambitious to ignore. "The Indestructible Beat of Soweto" is a collection
of South African mbaganga by various artists that makes more sense
when you dance to it. Trust me.
And among the lowlights:
Top disappointment has to be the
Talking Heads, whose " True
Stories" album - as distinct from
David Byrne's film of the same
name - sounds matter-of-fact compared to 1985's "Little Creatures."
Only the chipper single "Wild Wild
Life" sounds outrageously happy.
R.E.M:s new Top 40 drum sound
on " Life's Rich Pageant" isn't as
bothersome as the material itself.
"Superman," the best cut, is a
reheated version of someone else's
song.

"Graceland;' which was peopled
by South African musicians and inspired by South African rhythms.
But the flap is suspect. The title
song, for example, is a loving evocation of the more innocent racemixing musical days of Elvis, when
white neurosis was sung to black
rhythms just for the sheer passion
of it.
And Madonna's "Papa Don't
Preach" may not be overtly political,
but the singer's ambiguity did direct
attention to the issue of teen
pregnancy.
Madonna, by the way, didn't
make the best album list because
her singles stood better by
themselves. Getting through " True
Blue" is like eating an entire
cheesecake in one sitting.
Among some of the highlights:
Post-punker Billy Bragg produced
his most accessible album yet,
" Talking With The Taxman About
Poetry:' He touches on the Four
Tops in "Levi Stubbs' Tears;' and
waxes melodic in "Greetings to the
New Brunette."
Then Richard Thompson makes

Roy Rogers and Kean-,
Perfect Together
We know how hard you study. So as a reward, Roy ~ogers of Elizabeth is giving you
a 10% discount on anything you order th rough 6/30/f!l, just by showing your Reusable
Savings Card before ordering.
·
Pick up your Reusable Card at either of our stores.
439 Morris Avenue • 527-9789 or
669 Route 1 North • 558-9878

BeAnAircraft~
And Watch Your Salary Soar.
If you have an interest in a/ra·aft maintenance. the Am1y National Guard
needs you. Join us as an aircraft pneudraulics repairer.
. ;: Spend just two days a month and two \\'eek~ a year
ti] 1j
~
working with us. Gain useful experience repai1ing some of
the world's most advanced aircraft . And take home a hefty
paycheck.
NaliDnal Guard

Ii' IA

1-800-71)2-8396

:l mrrimus :ll Tlwir /ks/.

Business Hours -

Roy Rogers

Morris Avenue
Sun.-Thurs. 10:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Roy Rogers
Route 1
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Thursday 6 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat. 6 a.m.-2 a.m.

"
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Classifieds
Help Wanted. Travel field position
immediately available. Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel , and other
benefits. Call Bill Ryan (toll free)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete information mailer.
Adopt . Established professional
and wife, well-educated and financially secure, wish to adopt white
infant (up to 12 months) into lov. ing, secure happy home. Expenses paid. Call (201) 236-2860.
Adoption. We're a happily
married couple (physician/psychologist) who deeply wish to
adopt a newborn . We'd be
sensitive to a child's needs and
can provide a warm , loving home
where a child will flourish. Please
think of us during this difficult
time! Expenses paid . Legal , confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect (212) 724-7942.

ilSEAICH PAPIIS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

••• aqnq;,~~J;9.a~2622

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

For Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Classic. 4 dr., NC, stereo, new
tires, body and mechanically excellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500.
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.

$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to
Kean every day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1
way only). Please call Jeanne Major, Coop Ed , a.m . or p.m.
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387.

Pregnant? Consider adoption.
We're a happily married professional couple with strong family
values longing to adopt newborn .
Lots of love, beautiful home.
Bright future guaranteed. Completely legal, expenses covered .
Call collect Kris & Paul (212)
927-6997.
Tired, exhausted, experiencing
atreaa? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
r.ertified , Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Guttman, C.R.M .T. at 687-4549.
·
Typist. Will type any job big or
small Tel: 241-6631 .
For Sale. 77 Ford Pinto. Only
52,000 miles. 4-speed, excellent
condition. Best offer. 527-0567.
TYPING SERVICE
Professional Typist
Resumes, Dissertations,
Statistical Tables,
Letters, Theses, Term Papers,
Reasonable Rates.
Call EILEEN 964-1763

Spiker: You wi ll never truly know

how much I care about you . Your
smi le and your eyes brighten my
darkest days.and I wish one day my
nights. (Someone Afar)
To a Very HOT NICK: What about

To A Special Friend, Touch me, I
want to feel your body, Your heart
beat next to mine. Cheer up!
Nylarol
Alan, We hope to get caught under
the mistletoe with you . Love Ya,

the first snowfa ll in my park?
However, I mi ght settle for the 18th
hol e in the go lf cou rse on M orris
Ave. But this time for me, remember
to get up. Uncontrollably Clammy

Terry & Loralyn

It's so cold in here but it's not snowing. Well, then w hy do you haveyour cloth es off? Frozen-waterbed
You 're th e apple of my eye. A
crabapp le. I eat the worm .
Roxanne, You don' t have to put on

To " Mick with the braces;' Those

Attention
Commuters
There will be a
Commuter Club Meeting on
Tuesday, Fcburary 10, at 1:40 p.m.
in The Freshman Center.
All Newcomers Welcome!!!
Refreshments Will Be Served

The New Jersey Speech-Language-Hearing Association and the Bergen
County Pharmaceutical Society have established an annual scholarship
fund to honor the memory of Myra and Alan Kaplan .
This memorial fund will award a scholarship to a New Jersey resident
enrolled in a Master's Program in Speech, Language, and/or Audiology.
This scholarship in the approximate amount of $250.00 will be presented
to the recipient at the annual convention of the New Jersey SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association, which this year will be held in the Spring.
Applications can be picked up in the Fin. Aid Off. The deadline is 3/15/ffl.
If you have any question, please contact: Selection Committee, c/o Nancy Wernikoff, 42 Somerset Drive, Woodcliff Lake, N.J. 07o75, (201) 391-8376.

The Office of Graduate
Studies (T-106) is pleased to
announce
that
phone
messages are now recorded
when the Office is not open
during
evenings
and
weekends, and return calls are
made on the next available
working day. This new service
continues our policy of providing prompt advisement and
assistance to our graduate
students.
Telephone
527-2018.

The Independent Personals are 25 cents. All personals must be filled out on proper forms located in the
Independent Bulletin Board in CC-119. Accompanied with 25 cents per personal in the envelopes provided,
they should be slipped under the managing editors door. They should not be placed anywhere else but specified
above to prevent theft.
No personals will be printed without a fee. Personals must be accompanied with your true name and
a place you may be reached in the event of a refund . Your real name will be confidential. Personals must
not exceed 35 words.
The Independent will refuse to run Personals that specifically name any individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper disavows personals that do not specifically name individuals or groups, and
disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences readers make.

mating mice kept me awake all
night. Jt, felt like they were only a
couple of feet away. I needed a cold
shower by morning. The Iguana's

Bean

(HK)

Keri T., Retroversion is the repeated
performance of sexual acts to the
point of exhaustion, and anteversion
is to not be in alignment wi th such
behavior. Biology Major

Greg, We've been through alot

Ron, Blow us .... A bubble .... !
Terry & Loralyn

Jeff K., " Seduction Duet" was

Poopsie: Hope your Chan ukah was
fun. Yes, I miss you, and I love your
hugs! Happy phone billl - Pee ~e
Jessie, Thankx for the dance. Hope
to see ya soon. Merry Xmas! Patrick
Ricky, Thanks for being everything
I've always wanted ... in a friend.
Always, Denise

Kean College
of New Jersey
East Campus

WOJO: You mean the world to me.

203 Sozio, Merry Christmas & Happy New Year! I miss ya's a lot! Love,

Ex-keeper

Volunteer Area CoordinatorMiddlesex County. Qualifications: Energetic, enthusiastic individual. Special Olympics experience not required, will train .
Duties: Responsible for coordinating all aspects of Special
Olympics program in respective
counties. Contact Tom Waite at
(201) 562-1500.

We love you Alan, oh yes we do.
When your not with us, we are so
blue. We love you Alan, oh yes we
do, oh Alan you love us too! Loralyn
& Terry

I hope I am as special to you as you
are to me. Friends and etc. .. .
FOREVER. Good luck in B-Ball, I'm
always behind you . The "7/8 JAP.''

the red light. I don't sti ng.

Myra and Alan Kaplan
Memorial Scholarship

24 Hour Service
For
Graduate Students

Independent Personals

To The Tri-Lambda's, You know who
you are! Let's not lose touch as the
semester ends. Thanks for being
great fri ends. Love Ya All! Heidi

together and our friendship has
grown so strong. You're a very
special part of my life. Love Always,
Audrey XOX

nothing omapred to the steamy
scene we cou ld create together. A
victim of your seduction!
Members of Chrorimal! Who broke
the toke? Cumby or Pokey? Not us,
ca use we're somewhere in the zone
of inbetween . Dayo!

To the Biddy Burnouts - Don't let
your knee-hi's fal l! The night is still
young - burnt in the hallway! P.S.
Love those cabbage patch undies.
Lizard & Terri, It's been a great two

years. You guys are the best, always
remember the great times in 405!
Love Ya, Marianne & Chrissy

1--------------------------

Spring Break! !Island and Sun Spots!
Hotel and Air
Jamaica
From $379./Week
Bermuda
Cancun
Nassau
From $369./Week
See Mike, Third Floor Library Computer Lab

EAST CAMPUS

Attention
SHUTTLE BUS WILL
All Recognized
BEGIN
Student Groups ·
JANUARY 26th
Office space applications are now being accepted for Student Offices in your East Campus. For further information contact the Administrative Offices in
EastCampus, Rm. 101 or
call 527-3017. Thank you.

Candidates for
Bachelor's Degree
February 22, 1987
The roster of candidates for February 22, 1987
graduation
is posted on the bulletin board near Room T-106 in
the Townsend Building (first floor).

The East Campus Shuttle Service will begin on Monday, January
26th. The shuttle will run continuouslyfrom 10:00 a.m. until 9:00
p.m ., Monday through Thursday
and 10:00 a.m . until 6:00 p.m . on
Fridays . Below is a sample
schedule for each hour with the
location of shuttle stops:
10:00 a.m. - Visitor's Circle
Administration Building
10:05 a.m. - T.P.A. Circle
10:12 a.m . - East Campus
10:20 a.m . - Visitor's Circle
Administration Building
10:25 a.m. - T.P.A. Circle
10:32 a.m . - East Campus
10:40 a.m . - Visitor's Circle
Administration Building
10:45 a.m. - T.P.A Circle
10:52 a.m . - East Campus
11 :00 a.m . - Visitor's Circle
Administration Building

TITLE: GETTING INVOLVED

DATE: Feb. 16
TIME:

PLACE: Fresh111aa- Center L-107
DON'T :115S THIS OPPORTlJ NfT\' TO :1EET REPR ES ENTAT IV ES OF'
0\' ER 100 STUDENT CLU BS l,,IH Q PERSONALLY WAST TO lN\' lTE YOL'

TO JO IN THEIR ORGANl ZATlON.

Sponsored ew The Freshman Center
PLEA SE TEAR

Name:

*Note - The above schedule is
subject to traffic and road conditions. The last run of the day,
scheduled to leave the East Campus at 8:52 p.m. will stop in the
Vaughn-Eames Parking Lot instead of the T.P.A. Circle.

7:00 P.M.

orr

AND RETURN Ta THE fRESIIMAN CENTE R BY

Feb 15

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----'-

Check One:
_Full-ttme student _ P a r-c - th1e student
_Fnishman
_Sopho111or-e
_ J u n i o r_Senior
l WILL ATTENO TIIE

_ d a y , _evening session
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Comics,, -------------cL1FF's CREW

C W/.1

RIGH7; FELLOWS.' W£RE READY FO,~ \ oOT TH£ FcoJJ AND
ANOTHER SEM£5TER.. A PR£- CLA55 5UPERI I'RIN/(5,,AL.L IN Tl/£
PARTY.,, LEM.IV.. Fl?057Y FR£E2.MORTY..
FRll>&£
-- - ARE YOU ALL SET?

By Vince Jones
HEV,MOPJY, /1H(){/c

CR

/5

T.

CALVIN

By Christian Halter

! r F,'11t1I!, &ot rlot.v I
C J.QNC~ -Ir, ;,,.,·,.,

~ -t Have

tJ/-H../o

'"'"' Before

~

6-e+.r ikk

IJ,+l ;"'

.COLLEGE CORNER

.

By A/fen Moss
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Intramural and recreational sports
,

Spring 1987
SPORTS CLUB
Exercise

&

DAY
Fitness

ROOM

TIME

D-107, D'Angola
CSW-118, Campus
CSW-118, Campus
D-107, D'Angola
CSW-118, Campus
CSW-118, Campus
CSW-118, Campus
CSW-118, Campus
D-107, D'Angola
D-133, D'Angola

Monday
4:00
5:00 PM
Uonday
7:00
8:00 PM
Tuesday
8:00
9:00 PM
Wec)nesday
4:30
5:30 PM
Wednesday
7:00
8:00 PM
Thursday
8:00
9:00 PM
Saturday
11:00 -12:00 PM
Monday
8:00 -10:00 PM
Wednesday
7:30
9:30 PM
Thursday
8:00 -10:00 PM
(beginners class)

-

-

Karate

-

Women's Lacrosse
Tai Chi Chuan
Ski Team ·

-

3:30
5:00 PM
6:00 - 7:00 PM
1:40
2:55 PH
(college hour)
2:55 PM
1:40
Men's Swimming
Tuesday
(college hour)
(February 2)
ALL SPORT CLUBS BEGIN REGULAR MEETINGS THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 9 I 1987.
Mon. - Thurs.
Wednesday
Tuesday

-

Gym
School
School
Gym
School
School
School
School
Gym
Gym

West
West
West
Nest
West
West
I

East Campus Gym
D-107, D'Angola Gym
D-126, D'Angola Gym
D-127, D'Angola Gym

DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122, 527-2229
D-104, D'ANGOLA GYM, 527-2002

l.D. policy for using
recreational facilities
1. Anyone wishing to use any of
the recreational facilities of the college must present a current Kean
College I.D. card. ANYONE NOT
HAVING PROPER 1.D. WILL NOT
BE PERMITTED TO USE THE
FACILITIES.
2. The following items ae not acceptable forms of identification and
may not be presented in lieu of
Kean College I.D.: a) meal cards, b)
library cards, c) dorm keys, d) class
schedules, e) receipts.
3. Any student w ho does not have
, an I.D. should go to the Business
O ffice, (3rd Floor, Admini stration
Building). Replacement J.D:s are
issued between 9:00 a.m . to 5:00
p.m. Monday-Friday.
4. If you are a first semester
freshman or a transfer student, you
may not be able to get an I.D. from
the Business Office. Make an appointment with the Assistant Director of Intramural-Recreational Sports
so a temporary I.D. can be issued .
Bring your schedule and another

form of identification.
will be taken. Campus Police wil be
5. Faculty/Staff members who
summoned, if necessary, to escort
have not yet received an I.D. should
you from the facilities and a formal
contact the Assistant Director of complaint will be filed against you.
Intramural-Recreational Sports to
Also, this action will result in a loss
receive a temporary I.D. Permanent of use of the facilities for one to two
J.D:s can be obtained from the Per- weeks. Privileges can only be
son nel Office, by appointment only.
reinstated following a meeting with
6. Members of the Kean College
the Assistant Director of IntramuralAlumni Association are entitled to
Recreational Sports.
use of the recreational fac il ities of
'""The necessity for thi s po licy is
the college. Alumni Associ ati on the result of several persons outside
cards may be obtained through th e the college communi ty (studen ts,
Alumni Association O ffice located fa culty/staff, alumni, or senior
in Townsend Hall, Room 114, Phone citizen s) using the facilities. By
527-2527.
strictly enforcing thi s policy, you the
7. Senior Citizens who are enroll- facility user, are protected against
ed in courses through the Adult overcrowding cau sed by outsiders.
Learning Center are entitled to use Al so the college liability insurance
the recreational facilities. The Adult only covers members of the college
Learn ing Center is located in the Ad- community. The college cannot
ministration Build ing, 2nd Floor, assume responsibility in the case of
Phone 527-2213.
injury for those outside of the col8. If you do not have a valid I.D., lege:""
you will not be allowed into the .
Thank you for your cooperation
facilities. If you refuse to leave, your by bringing your Kean College I.D.
name and social security number card with you at all times.

Intramural sports
Intramural sports starts the
semester off with basketball. Men's
and Women's divisions will be offered . Teams may sign up in the Offi ce of Intramural-Recreational
Sports, D:-\ngola Gym, Room 104.
Entries are due by Tuesday, February
3rd. Exhibition games will begin on
Wednesday, February 4th .

Indoor Soccer w ill take place at
the East Campus Gym on Tuesday
evenings beginn ing February 2nd .
Call for more information, ext.
2002 .
The Schick 3-on-3 basketball tournament will be held on Tuesday,
February 17th at 8:00 p.m. in the

Karate:
A program for students of all skill
levels and interests. Students learn
the practical applications of thi s
martial art for self defense, including
basic punches, kicks, blocks, breaking and sparring. More advanced
students may participate in area
competitions.

Exercise and Fitness:
(formerly Slimnastics)
Hour long co-ed classes which
promote total fitness. A wide varie-

ty of activities designed to improve
muscle tone and develop aerobic
capacity are included. Beginning
level classes will be offered this year
to allow newcomers a chance to
progress slowly.

Tai Chi Chuan:
This is a unique art form which
provides a complete blend of exercise, dance, meditation, and selfdefense. Tbe exercises consist of a
series of slow, fluid movements that
develop total physical and mental
well-being while leaving one feeling en~rgized and relaxed . The
practice of Tai Chi also increases
concentration, agility and stam ina,
and improves breathing and
circulation.

NOTICE
The Pool Will Be Closed On
Wednesday, February 11
From 6:00-9:30 P.M .
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
D 'Angola Gym , Room 104, 527-2002
DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL
SPORTS
SWIMMING POOL - D-Angola/0-13 4
1st half of semester

-

Afternoon
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12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
1:30
11:00
12:00
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February 2,
March 24 , 198 7
Evening

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
4:00

2nd half of semester

6:00

7:30
6:00
7:00
7:00

-

M

3:00
1:45

-

11 :00
12:00

-

3:00
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w
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Back for its second year, the club
will expand its schedule to include
more games and practice times.
Lacrosse is an exciting, fast paced
game. Practice is held at the East
Campus every afternoon. No previous experience necessary ... just
a desire to participate.

Men's Swimming:
A new club this year for men. The
club will practice two-three times
per week, and compete in several
meets throughout the year. Stroke
technique as well as endurance will
be emphasized. No previous competitive swimming experience is
necessary. Organizational meeting
is Tuesday, February 2nd (College
Hour).

9130 pa
9130 pa
9:30 plll
9:30 pa
9:00 pa

-

-

Evening
5:00 pm
1: 45 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm

-

7:30
9:30

p■I

7:30
7:30
9:00 pm

-

9:30

-

9 :30 !)■I
9:30 pm

-

p■I

EXERCISE ROOM
East Campus

Women's Lacrosse:

-

March 25,
May 22, 1987

Afternoon

D:-\ngola gym. The w inners go on
to compete with other college winners at William Paterson State College March 8th, culminating with
the final game being played at the
Meadowlands on Tuesday, March
10th during the Nets vs. Bullets
basketball game.

Sports club report-------A wide variety of club sports are
again being offered this semester.
Listed below is a brief description
of every club. All clubs begin the
week of February 9th. Come join us
for some fun .

***All Facilities Open
Monday, Feb. 2***
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12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00

s
s

-

-

-

CSW-108

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

pm
pm
pm
pm
4:00 pm

4:00 11: 00 12:00 -

9 :00 pa
3 :00 pa
4 :00 pa

GYMNASIA - D'Ango'la/0-110
Hain Gymnasium
1st Half
M

T

w
R

F

s
s

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

-

-

2nd Half
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00

------------

pm
pm
om
pm

..

6:00
6 : 00
6:00
6 : 00
6:00
11:00
12:00

-

10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
9:00
3:00
4 :00

pa
pa
p111

pm
pm

3:00 pm
pm
11:00
12 : 00 ~ 4:00 pm
pm
Auxiliary Gymnasium
The auxiliary gymnasiua is not sche duled
for informal recreation thi s s e-ster.
Hovever, it will be opened during the course
of the s e me s ter should the deaand ari s e
ba s ed on the extent of usage of the - in

gymnasilll".
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Womens basketball winter break update
Kean College womens basketball
Union, N.J.-The Kean College
Women's Basketbal I team defeated
Ramapo College 72-46 on Friday to
up their record to 5-1 overall, and
5-0 in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference.
Cougar Co-captain Torrie Rumph
(sr., Trenton) pumped in 20 points
to lead the Kean effort. Rumph is
averaging 21 ppg. Against Ramapo

she led the Cougars in the rebounding department also, with 8. Her effort was complemented by point
guard Jill DeMark (jr., Springfield)
who had 12 points, 4 assists and 5
steals while shooting 6 for 10 from
the floor. Mary Delehanty (sr., W.
Long Branch) had a well-rounded
game, scoring 10 points, with 5 rebounds, ~ blocked shot and 3 steals.

Co-captain Alicia Griffin (sr.,
Roselle) contributed 8 assists and 5
steals to the winning effort.
The Kean team travels to New
York University on Wednesday and
then takes a short holiday break
before hosting the 11th annual Kean
College Christmas Classic on
December 29 and 30.

Kean College wins annual Christmas
Union, N.J.-The Kean College
· Women's Basketball team defeated
Augustana College of Illinois 88-75
in the Championship Game of the
Christmas Classic to win the tournament. Kean defeated Western
Connecticut by a 100-63 score in
the first round of the Classic.
Three Cougars were named to the
All-tournament team, Alicia Griffin
and Torrie Rumph the co-captains,

were joined by Wendy Norris (so.,
Englewood) who was selected as
the tournament MVP. Norris scored
34 points in the two games. Rumph
(sr. , Trenton) is leading Kean 's offense with 18.6 ppg and 167 points
in 9 games. Griffin (sr., Roselle) is
averaging 9.5 ppg and leads the
Cougars with 5.5 assists per game.
Norris has 10.1 ppg. Krystal Green
(sr., Trenton) leads Kean in the re-

bounding category with a 9.0
average, she is also averaging 17.3
ppg, second only to Rumph.
Kean faces Atlantic region rival
Scranton University on Tuesday,
January 6th . The Cougars will try to
up their record to 9-1 in the important contest which will be held in
D;A.ngola Gymnasium on Kean's
campus.

Kean College basketball team aims
The Kean College women's
basketball team improved their
record to 10-1 this week with a 51-47
win over Scranton and a 96-63
defeat of Frostburg State College.
The Scranton win is an important
victory as Kean was ranked #3 nationally behind Scranton (#1) and
Rust (#2) before the contest. The
Cougars who are #1 in the Atlantic
Region hope to claim the #1 national spot in this week's poll.
Torrie Rumph (sr., Trenton) led

Kean's effort this week, scoring 18
points in each game and pulling
down 10 rebounds against Scranton .
Wendy Norris (so., Englewood) starred against Frostburg when she
scored 20 points and grabbed 14 rebounds in only 19 minutes of playing time.
Wednesday, the Cougars face off
against New Jersey Athletic Conference opponent Wi 11 iam Paterson
College, an important fray for starting forward Mary Delehanty (sr., W.

Long Branch) whose sister is the
Paterson Coach. Delehanty's
averaging 9.3 ppg and 4.2 rpg. She
leads Kean in free throw percentage
with 86%, connecting on 12 of 14
from the line. The Cougars aim to
extend their undefeated Conference
record to 6-0.
Coach Rich Wilson is pleased
with his team's performance, "I'm
happy with our record, I'd just like
to see our consistency improve, if
that happens we'll be fine."

Men's Basketball Standings
Overall
Pct.

· Conference

w
Jersey City
Glassboro
Wm. Paterson
Stockton
Trenton
Montclair
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
Kean

5
4
4
4
4
3
2
2

1
1

L
1
2
2
2

3
3
4
4
4
5

Pct.

w

.833
.667
.667
.667
.571
.500
.333
.333
.200
.167

7
5
5
5
7
3
4
2

L
4
4
4
5
5
7
5
5

1
2

6

9

.636
.556
.556
.500
.583
.300
.444
.286
.100
.250

w
Trenton
Glassboro
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
Rutgers-Camden
Montclai r

1
1

0
1

1

1

0
0
0

0
0
1

1.000
.500
.500
.000
.000
.000

w
3
1
1
9

1
0

Overall
L
Pct.

1
2
2
2
4

2

.750
.333
.333
.818
. 200
.000

Nardone 01ale 'athlete of the week
Union, N.J.-sr., Middletown),
the heavyweight wrestler for Kean
College has been selected the Male
Athlete of the Week for his outstanding record of 21-2 so far this winter.
The Cougars are currently 12-4, due
largely
to
his
powerful
performances •.
Nardone placed 2nd at the
Hunter Tournament over the winter
break and led the Cougars to a 33-18
upset of rival Montclair. Last week,
Nardone won all four of his bouts
although Kean lost two matches to
Delaware Valley and Seton Hall.

Division A

w

Confe rence

Kean
Stockton
Wm. Paterson
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

5
2
2
0
0

L
0
3
4
4
5

Kean
Stockton
Wm . Paterson
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

8
5
5
0
0

1
4
4
8
8

Pct.
1.000
.400
.333
.000
.000
O verall

.889
.556
.556
.000
.000

Division B
Conference

Trenton
Montclair
Rutgers-Newark
Glassboro
Jersey City

5
3
3
3
2

1
1
2
3
2

Trenton
Montclair
Rutgers-Newark
Glassboro
Jersey City

7
8
5
5
6

2
3
2
4
5

.833
.750
.600
.500
.500
Overall

.778
.727
.714
.556
.545

Norris named female
athlete of the week
Union, N.).-Wendy Norris (so.,
Englewood) of the women's basketbal I team is the Kean College
Athlete·of the week for her outstanding performances over the winter
break. Norris averages 13.1 ppg and
7.8 rpg for the 13-1, #2 ranked Kean
women.
Last week, she led the Cougars to
an 80-51 rout of conference opponent William Paterson with 23
points and 12 rebounds. She also
pumped in 16 points and pulled
down 12 rebounds in a 75-71
Cougar viCtQQ' over the defending
national champions Salem State
and led Kean with 21 points and 9
rebounds against Pine Manor.
For her excellent week, Norris
was also recognized as the New
Jersey Basketball Coi!chE'.s Association Player of the Week .

Four soccer women
named to N.J.C.S.A.

Wrestling standings
Conference
Pct.
L

Women's basketball standings

Four Kean College Women's Soccer playi:rs were named to the New
Jersey College Soccer Association
1986 All-State Team.
The Cougar tri-captains, Jean
Grossman (sr., No. Brunswick),
Madelyn Palko (sr., Edison) and
Chris Auleta (sr., Ramsey) were joined by junior Robin Wright (Bricktown) on the All-State Team . Palko
was also selected to the Northeast
Regional First Team .
Grossman, the four-year Cougar
. goalkeeper, anchored a strong Kean
defense which led the wome to a
13-5-1 record this season. Wright
played sweeper back for the stingy

defense which held opponents to
17 goals in 19 games. The defense
posted 8 shutouts this season.
Auleta, a halfback, helped to control the midfield for the Cougars and
led the team with 10 assists. She and
Grossman were the only two Cougars to play for Kean all four years.
Palko, Kean's center forward has
been a scoring machine for her
three years on the Cougar team.
This season she tallied 24 goals,
over a third of the total Cougar
scores. She also contributed four
assists. It is the third consecutive
year Palko led the team in scoring.

Wrestlers have banner week
Union, N.).-The Kean College
Wrestling team had a banner week,
upsetting New Jersey Conference
opponent Montclair by an impressive 33-18 score making the
Cougars' record 10-2; and placing
5th at the Hunter College
tournament.
Leading the way for the Cougars
was heavyweight Al Nardone (sr. ,
Middletown) who placed 2nd at
Hunter and now boasts a 17-2
record. Joe Dasti (so., Livingston)

also placed 2nd at Hunter.
Coach Dan Greco is very pleased with his squad 's performance.
"We were up against some good
teams at Hunter, yet everyone won
at least once," he praised .
On Wednesday the Cougars travel
to Wagner for a tri-meet with
Glassboro and Wagner before
hosting Delaware Valley and Seton
Hall on Saturday, Jan . 17, 1987 at
1:00 p.m.

